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Privacy Settings

We use cookies on our website. Some of them are necessary, while others enable us to improve our online services or integrate third-party content.
You can find more information in our privacy policy.
                    




Essential

Show details
Hide details


Cookies, which are necessary for the basic functions of the website. They are used for the intended use of the website and increase security. These cookies can therefore not be deactivated.
                                                            

Contao HTTPS CSRF Token
Protects against cross-site request forgery attacks.
                                                                            
Retention period: This cookie remains only for the current browser session.

Technical name: csrf_https-contao_csrf_token







PHP SESSION ID
Cookie generated by applications based on the PHP language. This is a generic identifier used to manage user session variables. It is usually a randomly generated number, and how it is used can be specific to the site, but a good example is maintaining a user's logged in status between pages.
                                                                            
Retention period: This cookie remains only for the current browser session.

Technical name: PHPSESSID
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Google Analytics
This website uses the web analysis services Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager. This allows us to flexibly integrate additional services in order to evaluate the access of users to our website.
                                                                            
Provider: Google Ireland Limited, Gordon House, Barrow Street, Dublin 4, Irland

Retention period: The actual storage period of the processed data cannot be influenced by us.

Technical name: _ga,_gat_gtag_GTM_KGFM9HR,_gid











External content and services
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Allows you to view third-party content such as YouTube, Google Maps and others.
                                                            

YouTube Videos
This website uses the YouTube Player API to display YouTube videos.
                                                                            
Provider: YouTube, LLC, 901 Cherry Ave., San Bruno, CA 94066, USA

Retention period: The actual storage period of the processed data cannot be influenced by us.







YouTube Playlists
This website uses YouTube Player API to display YouTube video playlists.
                                                                            
Provider: YouTube, LLC, 901 Cherry Ave., San Bruno, CA 94066, USA

Retention period: The actual storage period of the processed data cannot be influenced by us.







Google Maps
This website uses Google Maps API, a map service of Google Inc. ("Google"), to display an interactive map and to create directions.
                                                                            
Provider: Google Inc., 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA

Retention period: This website uses YouTube Player API to display YouTube video playlists.
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